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EURELECTRIC is the voice of the electricity industry in Europe.

We speak for more than 3,500 companies in power generation, distribution, and supply.

We Stand For:

Carbon-neutral electricity by 2050

We have committed to making Europe’s electricity cleaner. To deliver, we need to make use of all low-carbon technologies: more renewables, but
also clean coal and gas, and nuclear. Efficient electric technologies in transport and buildings, combined with the development of smart grids and a
major push in energy efficiency play a key role in reducing fossil fuel consumption and making our electricity more sustainable.

Competitive electricity for our customers

We support well-functioning, distortion-free energy and carbon markets as the best way to produce electricity and reduce emissions cost-efficiently.
Integrated EU-wide electricity and gas markets are also crucial to offer our customers the full benefits of liberalisation: they ensure the best use of
generation resources, improve security of supply, allow full EU-wide competition, and increase customer choice.

Continent-wide electricity through a coherent European approach

Europe’s energy and climate challenges can only be solved by European – or even global – policies, not incoherent national measures. Such policies
should complement, not contradict each other: coherent and integrated approaches reduce costs. This will encourage effective investment to ensure
a sustainable and reliable electricity supply for Europe’s businesses and consumers.

EURELECTRIC. Electricity for Europe.
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Fields marked with * are mandatory.

* In order to participate to the call for evidence, please provide your contact details. For more
information on the privacy policy of the European Commission please refer to the privacy statement.
Name

Helene Lavray

*Name of the organisation you represent

EURELECTRIC

*Please specify the type of organisation

Governmental Organisation
International Institution/Organisation
Academia
NGO
Private Sector
Consultancy
Individual expert
Other

*What results would you expect from a study on the economic benefits of EU water policy and the cost
of its non-implementation?

We want to see a high quality collation and soundly-based examination of the

evidence. We would expect to see that in some locations there is net benefit

in management to improve status and in others no net benefit (and possibly

disbenefit). We therefore see some of the material in the background document

as potentially ‘leading’ the findings of the consultant and this should be

avoided. For example, we do not regard a reasoned, evidence based

determination that there is net negative benefit in improving from current

*

*

*

*
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status to ‘good’ as contributing to non-implementation. We regard the phrasing

of the background document flawed in this respect. P 3 bullet point 1 assumes

that the only outcomes are to speed up or slow down ‘implementation’ (taken

for this purpose in the context of WrFD as meaning achievement of ‘good’).

Another valid outcome would be to determine that achievement of ‘good’ does

not make economic sense.  P10 states the WrFD results in the establishment of

a legal obligation to achieve ‘good’. This is not correct. The obligation is

to apply the article 4 process to derive the appropriate target status (and

timescale) in the RBMP. 

We agree that it is desirable to supplement the necessarily technical

specialist reports with more easily accessible material presenting the key

findings in non-specialist but well-defined terminology. 

*On the basis of the background document, would you consider Task 1 "Water as a key resource for
economic growth and well-being of the EU": 

Very relevant
Relevant
Not so relevant because already extensively analysed
Not so relevant for the perceived objectives of the study
Unrealistic

Please provide comments on Task 1 and its deliverables as described in the background document.

We agree this work strand should provide valuable information to inform WrFD

disproportionate cost analysis. 

It should be noted that direct use of water by thermal and hydro power

stations is an important direct use of water. Contrary to some EEA outputs, in

some locations consumptive use of water for cooling purposes is an essential,

significant and well-established use of water at water body and RBD scale. 

We are not convinced that addressing water resource issues at RBD scale will

always give a sound basis for policy making. Water resource and water quality

issues may vary dramatically across an RBD. Installations contributing to

strategic infrastructure (such as power stations) experience conditions and

constraints at individual water body level (not, for example, ‘averaged across

an RBD’). We suggest that potential conclusions drawn through reference to the

proposed RBD level aggregation/disaggregation should, for at least some RBD,

be reality checked with reference to those who know the RBD circumstances.

There is a risk that analysis at inappropriate spatial and/or temporal scales

may lead to a flawed basis to inform policy development.

*On the basis of the background document, would you consider Task 2 "Cost/benefit analysis of the
proper implementation of the EU water acquis":

Very relevant
Relevant
Not so relevant because already extensively analysed
Not so relevant for the perceived objectives of the study

Unrealistic

*

*
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Unrealistic

Please provide comments on Task 2 and its deliverables as described in the background document.

The description of the challenges and methodology (p 6) positions use of

exemptions as undermining the environmental objectives of WrFD. Where

exemptions  are granted through appropriate application of article 4 (5)

(disproportionate cost analysis) the resulting target is wholly consistent

with WrFD principles. These include consideration of the balance of costs and

benefits that would result from the achievement of good status and the

avoidance of incurring disproportionate costs. Positioning the corresponding

outcomes as ‘undesired’ suggests an environmental agenda irrespective of

consideration of the economic principles embedded in WrFD. This undermines the

basis of the proposed economics study. It is important that the brief to

consultants should not ‘lead’ or constrain the consultant’s analysis in this

way. 

P10 suggests that achieving good water status is a legal requirement of WrFD.

This is not the case since article 4 (1) a ii makes clear that consideration

of the possibility of disproportionate cost is integral in defining the

objective. 

The language used in the terms of reference for the study should therefore be

chosen to make clear what the ‘implementation of the water acquis’ means for

the purpose of the study. One could specify ‘achievement of good water status

everywhere’ as a study basis but this should not be equated to ‘the

distribution of status which would arise from the correct application of WrFD

(including appropriate use of exemptions). Alternatively, and potentially more

usefully, the study could be predicated on the costs and benefits of achieving

the appropriately set WrFD objectives (including incorporation of all aspects

of article 4). 

Deliverable 1 (p10) appears inappropriately to specify the outcome of the

study before the study is done (ie it presumes that the investment in

implementing the acquis is cost beneficial). The deliverable should be to

report on the investigation of costs and benefits associated with implementing

the acquis.  The consultant should be unconstrained in what the outcome of the

study should be.

It is not clear why freshwater ecosystem services should be given more

particular attention than those of estuaries and marine waters if the study is

to include all surface waters. In order to limit the scope of the study to

ensure best focus of the available resources it may be preferable to exclude

non-freshwater completely. However, our preference would be to adequately

cover all water types in this study since this will then allow balanced

consideration of the pros and cons of use of different types of water.  

We agree that analysis of distributional effects (winners and losers) is an

important aspect of the study and should feed into future policy making.

*On the basis of the background document, would you consider Task 3 "How to maximise the
economic benefits of water by identifying its most efficient uses":

Very relevant
Relevant

Not so relevant because already extensively analysed

*
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Not so relevant because already extensively analysed
Not so relevant for the perceived objectives of the study
Unrealistic

Please provide comments on Task 3 and its deliverables as described in the background document.

We were surprised by the figures given in point 3 of the proceedings (p 11)

(“Several studies and statistics have demonstrated that 1 m3 of water can

generate very different economic output across the EU. So for instance, 1 m3

in Bulgaria generates 5 euro of output, while the same amount in Luxembourg

generates 788 euro”). We think those figures are very questionable and they

should not be used as such in the proposed study without a reality check (and

probably a "meaning" check)

We are not convinced that national level metrics such as GDP/m3 abstracted are

helpful. We feel that such information disaggregated by sector may have some

value at much smaller spatial scale (sub RBD so that water scarcity might

properly be reflected at installation level) ) if used with caution for

suggesting aspects worth considering in more detail and not from the

perspective of target setting or optimisation.   

Where the aspect of environment defining the sensitivity to water resource

derives from WrFD, the environment should be regarded as a potential user of

scarce water along with other potential users subject to WrFD principles (eg

no economic test to relax no deterioration of status and inclusion of

disproportionate cost analysis in objective determination) but that does not

mean the environment should always get all that would support the target

status all the time.

We see no value in scaling a GDP/m3 index per capita. However, if this strand

of the study is to proceed we feel the consultant should be free to develop

and illustrate the pros and cons of such potential indices as they might judge

worthy of consideration (in line with the discussion of objectives on p11). 

We agree that water embedded in products may be relevant in some circumstances

and should not be excluded a priori. However, we feel this should refer to

physical water rather than virtual water and this should be explicitly

clarified (eg through defining meaning of the term ‘embedded water’). 

What sources of information on the economics of water of relevance to the study would you
recommend? In case they are linked to a specific task or deliverable, please specify. 
Reference to publications

No comment

Links to websites

No comment

Names of institutions, organizations, research centers, academia

No comment
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Other (please specify)

No comment

Additional suggestions or recommendations for the study (i.e. on objectives, scope, deliverables, risks,
methdology)

No comment

If you agree to be contacted by DG Environment for further exchange of information or to be informed
on the outcomes of the study, please provide your email address

hlavray@eurelectric.org

Contact
 Ewa.KRYNICKA@ec.europa.eu
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